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Chapter - I 
Mathematical programming i s concerned with finding 
Solution to the problems of decision making under limited 
resources to meet the desired object ives. 
The mathematical programming problem (MPP) can be 
formulated as : 
Maximize (or Minimize) Z B f (X) 
Subject to the constraints gj^ (X) [ £ » « 2 ^ **i 
i • 1^2, - m ( l . i a ) 
and non-negative res t r i c t ions X > 0 . 
Where JJ* « (Xj^ , X^  - )^) i s an n-component vector of variables, 
f(x) and gj^ (X) are functions of n-variables Xp ~ )^ , b^ are 
known constants. Furthermore one and only one of the slgnB 
£, « and > holds for eaca^  cons t ra in ts . 
Depending upon the nature of the objective function 
f(2k) "the functions gi(X) in the constraints and other 
res t r i c t ions on the variables« 
Vector X the MPP may be classif ied under different 
headings. Although no technique has bean found to be 
universally applicable for every class of A'PP, 
Separate algorithms are available for a l l most a l l 
c lasses , some important classes are l i s ted below : 
^ 
! • Linear pxogxamtning 
2 , Non-linear progxauaning 
3« Quadxatic pxogxamraing 
4 , Dynamic Pxogxamming 
5 , Integex Pxogramming 
6, Stochastic Pxogxamsiing 
?• Goal Pxogxamming 
8* Paxametxic Pxogxanming 
9« Chance constxained Pxogxamming 
ID 9 Geometxic Pxogxamming 
11 . Sepaxable pxogxamming 
1*2 BRIEF HISTORICAL SKETQf OF MATHEMATICAL PROGRAAaONG 
The concept of an optimal solution i s vexy old but 
the texm ^optimum* have been coined by the mathematician 
leibniz in 1710•Newton and leibniz by means of calculus 
pxoved that fox a class of pxoblMis an optimum solu exists 
and developed the method fox finding i t . On the t x a i l s of the 
above two s ignif icant , contxlbutions wexe made to the op t i -
mization theoxy to deal with the xestxiction ox I constraints '» 
The technique of optimization fox constxained problem by 
the use of tmknown multjpliexs become known by the name 
of i t s inventox Lagxauge as lagxange multipliexs technique. 
3) 
Th© development of simplex method for l inear 
progxaoQising problem by Dauzig in 1947 md work by Khun and 
Tucker In 1951 on the necessary and suf f ident conditions 
for optimal solu* of a prograsraing probl^a laid the foun-
dations of developIraents in WPm The contributions of 
Zoutendgik and Resen to non^linear progranning <^ LI>) 
during the f i r s t haif of I9fi0»s have been valuable* Geo-
metric progsanraing was developed in 1960»s by D«ffin, 
Zener and Peterson, Gomovy told the pioneering work in 
integer programming Daijtzig, Qiarues and cooper developed 
stochastic programming te^niques« 
1.3 STOCHASTIC pRomAmMG 
A linear prograiEsiing problem i s s ^ d to be stochastic 
i f one or more of the coefficients in the objective function 
or the systte of constraints ox recource ava i l ab i l i t i e s 
i s known only by i t s probability d is t r ibu t ion . Various 
approaches are available in ^ i s case, which may be c la-
ss i f ied in to three broad types. Chance constrained 
programming, two stage programming under uncertainty and 
stochastic l inear programmtog. For problems of stochastic 
l inear progransning a dist inct ion i s usually made beti^en 
two related approaches to stochastic programming, the 
passive and active approach respect ively. In the passive 
4) 
appJToach to stochastic l inear programadng the s t a t i s t i c a l 
dis tr ibut ion of the optinaim value of the objective function 
i s estimated ei ther exactly or approJdeiately by numerical 
method and optimal decision ru les are based on the d i f f e . 
rent character is t ics of the estimated distr ibution* In 
the active approach a new set of decision variables are 
introduced which indicate the proportions of different 
resources to be allocated for the various a c t i v i t i e s , 
one effect of introducing th is se t of new decision var ia-
bles in the active approach i s the ^^ truncation of the 
s t a t i s t i c a l dis t r ibut ion of optimal value of the objective 
function of lite passive approach* 
An ordinary l inear programming problea i s fermula-
ted as follows : 
Maximize Z « C»x . • • • • 1 , 3 . 1 
Under the conditions : 
Ax < b •••••1»3*2 
x^O • • . . • 1 . 3 . 3 
Here x and C are columi vectors with n elements, 
A i s a matrix with m rows and n columnSp b i s a Coluim 
vector within elements and prime denoted pi transposition« 
The maximization i s per formed have with re^ject to the 
elements of the vector x. This i s , of course, also a dual 
minimization problem* Various approaches are available 
in t h i s case, which may be classif ied into three broad 
5) 
types* 
(a) Chance constra .ned programadng [K)]» Here we r ep lace 
condition (1 .3 ,2) by 
P (Ajj < b) 2 « (1#3.4) 
Where P s tands for p robab i l i ty and a i s a colunii vector 
wi th m element with 0 < 04 < if i * 1,2, — la. The vector 
a Contains a prescr ibed se t of cons tan ts t h a t are p robab i l i ty 
e rasures of the extent to which Constraint v i o l a t i o n s are 
admitted, 
(b) Two-stage programming tmder uncer ta in ty [33 ] • This 
may be b r i e f ly formulated as fol lows : 
2 ss C* X + E rainy f ' y »* ..:inis?Ob ( l»3,5) 
A j j + B y ^ b (1 .3 ,6) 
X a Ot y a 0 (1 .3 ,7) 
Here E means malhematical expectation f and y are 
coluim vectors with r elements and B i s a matrix wi th / m 
rows and r colucans. The ^ n i s d z a t i o n i s performed with 
re spec t to the elements of the vec to r s x and y and the 
e l s a e n t s of the vector b are assumed to be random va r i ab le s 
with known d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
(c) Stocheast ic Linear programming [ 5 1 ] . 
A Somewhat d i f fe ren t livje of approach to s t ochas t i c 
6) 
l inear prograimiing. F i r s t suggested by Titner [51] i s con-
cerned with the Specification of the s t a t i t i i c a l distr ibution 
of the objective function and the i r implications for decision 
making under risk» Here we make the assuB?)ticai that in the 
l inear progranming problevA defined in the begining in equa-
t ions (1,3,1) (1.3.2) and (1,3,3) the elements of the vectors 
b, c and a matrix, A are random variables vdth a known pro-
bab i l i ty dis t r ibut ion say, 
p ( A, b , c) . . . (1.3.8) 
we distinguish here between two approaches termed by Vajda[52] 
dis t r ibut ion problems and expected value problems* In the 
expected value problen: studied by Dantzig [16] and others[32] 
we contder the optimization of the expected value of the 
objective function. In the distr ibution problem we t ry to 
derive the s t a t i s t i c a l dl t t r ibut lon of the objective function Z, 
With the distr ibution problem as studied by Titner, We have 
two approaches : 
(a) the passive and (b) the active approa<*i * 
In the pasidve approach we derive (by numerical iE»thod, if 
necessary) the distributi<an of the objective function Z under 
the assumption of a knovm probability distribution (1.3,8) 
of a l l the parameters of the problem. This approach assumes 
tha t in almost a l l possible s i tua t ions , i e , for almost a l l 
possible variat ions of the parameters, the conditions of the 
sinqole non-stochastic l inear program are fulf i l led and the 
maximum achieved. 
7) 
Now considtfx the activ« appxoaOi* Ibis i s th# 
following problem : 
Maximize Z « C»x . • . • ( ! , 3 . 9 ) 
under the conditions 
AX < B U . . • • ( 1 . 3 . K ) ) 
Here U i s a square matrix mith n rows with elements 
^11 2 ^ £ Ujj « I , . . , ( l , 3 , i 2 ) 
j« l 
Further, x i s a square, diagonal matrix with 
elements of the vector x in the diagonal and B i s a ^ u a r e , 
diagonal matrix with the elements of the vector C in the 
diagonal* 
Again the problem i s the derivation of the proba-
b i l i t y distr ibution of maxz , given the probabil i ty 
distr ibution (1.3.8)• But now the probabili ty distr ibution 
of tee optimal objective function wil l depend upon ihe 
allocation matrix U « [ u * . ] . Now we have only one produ-
ction s i tua t ion . The entrepreneur wil l consider the 
probability dis tr ibut ions generated by various allocations 
of resources Uj, .« Or in our second example we consider 
the problem of economic planning. Then the proportions 
8) 
Uj. may be allocated to various industries and the central 
planner wi l l consider the probability d is t r ibut ions of 
the maxiaial objective func^on Z generated by these 
allocations* 
In the f i r s t place, interpret ing ^ e active approach 
as a policy model, the elen^nts Ujj of the allocation matrix 
U may be considered as instrument variables in Tinbergen's 
sense [49], which may be appropriately ch<^n to optimize 
a r isk preference unctional associated wdth the objective 
function. Let Za denote the value of the objective function 
under active approach and l e t U and U represent two dif fe-
rent sets of resource allocations that could be selected 
by the policy-maker. Since, in every case, a l l resources 
are to be fully allot*teTi by condition (1.3,12) , the 
selections U and U represent only different re la t ive 
allocations for every resource 1 m 1,2, — , n . The 
result ing probability dis t r ibut ions for 'maxza* induced 
by these two selections are i l lus t ra ted in the following 
1*'\ diagram. 
This diagram and interpretation. 
F « probability of getting a value of Z or less. 
Di'c^va'm 4 
F s P r o b c b l l i t y of g e l l i n g 
a va lue of z or l ess 
> - 2 ' moK 1. 
9) 
SSnce tinder stochastic «z Hneax progxasaaing i t i s assumed 
that a u t i l i t y function ( i#e , a r isk preference function) 
i s available which permits an ordering between a l l pairs 
l ike Fu and F-^, on this assuiaption the problem i s formally 
Solved at the 'policy level* when the probabil i ty d is -
tr ibutions are available for each addmitsible U. In 
principle, different decision rules could be compared. 
For instance, if the u t i l i t y function i s such that only 
linear decision rules by Theil[50] which depend by defi« 
nition on the f i r s t mom^t of the cumimilative d i s t r i -
butions FU and FtJ, are considered by the policy-maker than 
the allocation policy U may be said to 'bet ter* than U 
So long as f i r s t mom«»t ( i , e , , ejqpected value) of FU 
exceeds f^ However, even in th i s case of l inear decision 
rules , an ai optimum choice problem exists between a l t e r , 
native location parameters characterizing the probability 
dis t r ibut ions FU and FU and hence, between al ternat ive 
policies U and IJ, 
Se may also note tha t the introduction of additional 
decision constraints by means of the decision variables 
Uj. JJaa the effect of truncating the s t a t i s t i c a l d i s t r i -
bution [41] of the optimal value of the objective function 
of the passive approacdi. In other wordf,let us assume 
that a par t icular allo«*tion matrix U i s chosen at f i r s t 
ID) 
on an a priory basis, then with further observations of 
the data and the resul t of more con^lete specification 
of probabili ty dis t r ibut ion, another allocation matrix 
(2) U ' can be selected, because of Bdnlmun variance consi . 
derations say, and So on, where as if the con^lete d i s -
tribution of the optimal objective function i s estimated 
on the basis of large sample da t t with a f a i r degree of 
r e l a i b i l i t y , then the optimum allocation matrix may have 
* 
been U , where the optimum i s defined by the u t i l i t y 
functional (or r isk preference functional). In case of 
optimum allocation matrix U , we do not have truncation 
a t any stage, since we have coc^alete specification of the 
probability distribution of the objective and al«o risk 
preference fimctional* In th i s aspect of evolving a sequen. 
t i a l method of dealing with now observations, the active 
approadi may be useful in suggestive c r i t e r i a for cheynging 
from one optimum decision rule to sffiother* as probability 
distr ibution of the objective function i s specified less 
and less incompletely* In case of mixed and coo^ound 
s t a t i s t i c a l d is t r ibut ions[4] , the specification of which 
i s rather complicated on the computational s ide, th i s 
may be d i f f i cu l t , yet very important. 
1.4 FALUCY OF AVERAGES 
An arbitrary non-linear function f (x2^»3 ,^«?c^) of 
random variables Xj^ ^Xg^ -t >^ i t i s usually erroneous to 
11) 
Although mathematical analysis of a particular non«.linear 
function may establish that i t s ej^ected value i s well 
approximated by the same function of the expected values. 
A simplified example of an actual decision problem 
dealing with uncertain elements. I t demonstrates how we 
can be dangerously misled by using average values in a 
model appropriate for a deterministic s i t u a t i o n . 
A company, which manufactures farm machinery, i s 
planning to construct a new plant to build i t s l a t e s t 
equipment, a combine for harvesting, threshing, and clea~ 
ning grain. 
Five major tasks must be cookie ted in order to put 
the plant Into f u l l op«ration, 
A. Crect plant building 
B. Complete the final design of combine model, 
C. Expand nucleus labour force to full-scale production 
size. 
D. Install manufacturing equipment 
E. Debug protype models. 
Let tA, tB, ^tE be the number of periods required 
for Tasks A, B, -tE» A period consists of three months. 
Assume that these tasks must be performed in the sequence 
indicated by Fig, 1,4. For example, both Tasks A and B 
12) 
can be s tar ted immediately. Both Tasks C and D can be 
started as soon as Task A i s coaqpleted Task E can s t a r t 
when both tasks B and D are finished* The plant i s in 
full scale production as soon as both Tasks C and E are 
coi^leted. 
I t the values of tA,tB, pB were known with perfectly 
certainty, then the to ta l span of the time required to 
put the plant into operation could be determined by 
finding the length of a longest route froaiNodeO to 
Node 3 in the network of Fig» 1.4 several of these 
values are uncertain^ however* Relying in par t on past 
experience in constructing pls^ts^ company's Director 
has estimated the probability of e a ^ possible value, as 
such in Fig* 1,5. Thus i t i s equally l ike ly that tB be 
either 2, 3 or 4 periods ( that i s , b, 9 or 12 months), 
similar statements hold for tC and tE, The times for 
tA and tD are known exactly. The director believes there 
13) 
i s Complete Independence among the random events. 
VftiWi each random event takes i t s smallest value, 
the to ta l time span is 4 periods, and wflien each takes 
i t s la rges t value the span i s 7 periods. Thus the range 
of Completion times i s between 12 and 21 months. I f each 
raandom event takes i t s average value (tg « 3, t^ = 3, 
tg » 2 ) . , the time span I s 5 periods (15 months). 
The director feel tha t there i s s ignif icant compt« 
t i t i v e advantage to having the plant in operation as soon 
as possible . His estimates of the incremental prof i t 
impact for different completion time of l ess than 7 periods 
are sho«wn in Fig, l,6» Being concerned about the drop in 
profi t that occurs u the completion time stretches out to 
6 or 7 periods, he consider the probability of hiring an 
esqjerienced manager, to act as special ass i s tan t to 
supervise the Construction project . He believes -that the 
extra attention sudi a person could provide reduce the 
to ta l time span by 1 period in any event. This i s , even 
i t the Span would have been 4 periods, manager would cut 
the time to 3 periods and likewise for any other possible 
t o t a l span between 5 and 7 periods. The t o t a l cost of 
hiring th is manager i s Rs, 20,CXX)« If the director knew 
for certain that the to t a l spsuEi would be 4 or 5 periods, 
then he would decide against adding manager. Since the gain 
of Rs.10,000 Would not offset the additional cost of 
Rs, 20,000, The opposite would be true director new for 
14) 
certain that the span would be 6 ox 7 periods* Given the 
factual information in Fig* 1*4 through 1#6 
Task Possible Director's 
Number of periods Assessed Probability 
A 
D 
C 
D 
F 
2 
2 .3 ,4 
2 ,3 ,4 
1 
1,2, 3 
Perfect certainty 
1/3 each 
1/3 each 
Perfect certainty 
1/3 eaOi 
Fig. 1.5 
Total Time 
span(period) 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Incremental Prof i t 
(Rs, IDOO) 
120 
110 
100 
50 
0 
Fig. 1.6 
15) 
Analysis a I f analys is on the t o t a l span of 5 per iods , 
ca lcula ted by using the averages time for each task, 
then we could not h i r e manager. The reason i s t h a t a 
reduction from 5 ox 4 per iods implies the p r o f i t gain 
would be Rs , 10,000 ( « Rs , 1|0,CXX) - Rs 100,OCX5) and t h i s 
i s l e s s ihan the addi t iona l cost Rs. 2^,000• Thus the 
analysis i s qu i te faulty* 
Such an approach makes two mistakes ; f i r s t I t 
assumes t h a t the t o t a l time span calcula ted by looking 
a t ind iv idua l averages i s a useful approximation to the 
expected t o t a l time span second i t over looks the f ac t 
t ha t IJie re levan t c r i t e r i o n I s e^qjected incremental p r o f i t , 
and not incremental p r o f i t for the expected time span. 
By evaluat ing a l l the d i f ferent poss ib le events 
and t h e i r p r o b a b i l i t i e s of occuraance. I t can be shown 
tha t 
p [ T B 4] « 2/27, p [ T « 5] « 8/27 
p [ T » 61 « 14/27,P [ T « 7] « 3/27 . • • • ( 1 . 4 . 1 ) 
y«here t o t a l T denotes the t o t a l time span. 
There, 
f incremental p r o f i t 
E 
and 
E 
» (110) 2/27 + (100) 8/27 
^without new maiagerj ^ ^^^^ ^^^^7 * (o) 3/27 « 6 4 . 
• • • • \ X 0*r « X / 
incremental p r o f i t 
^ t h new manager 
* (120)2/27+(110)3/27 
+ (100) 14/27 4-(50)3/27 « 99 
16) 
To keep t*ie arithmetic uncluttered^ we have roudded the 
computations to the nearest thousand Rs» Thus the gain 
in ejqjected incremental prof i t from the new manager i s 
Rs. 35,CXX5 (« Rs. 99,0CX) - Rs 64,000) which 
exceeds the additional Cost because i t was considerably 
over optimist ic in assessing the economic outcome when 
the new ass is tant was not hified« 
ypceyMn^Y and Infoffflat^ten 8 The economic Impact of uncer-
tainty i s to evalutte ii\e gain in expected prof i t that 
would occur i f coo^any's d irect were able to obtain a 
perfect prediction of the uncertain elements. In other 
words impact of the uncertainty can be measured as the 
maximum amount director would be wil l ing to; . pay i f , 
after the paymeit, he were able to learn the exact values 
of the random elements and consequently decide without 
eiror whether to hire the manager. 
The decision to hire the manager i s better only 
wh.en T = 6 and T « 7, and the net prof i t w i l l be Rs, 33,000 
( s Rs. 100,000 - Rs. t^,000) and Rs, 3D,000( « Rs. 50,000 -
Rs, 20,000), respect ively . Then the expected net prof i t 
when the values of the random e l ^ e n t s are known prior 
to the decision i s 
not prof i t with "V ( i jo) 2/27 + (ICX)) 8/27 
pl^fect in^?rniationJ + (80) 14/27 + (30) 3/27 
= 83 ( l#4,4) 
17) 
Given the expectation in (1#4,3) , the expected n e t 
p r o f i t *idth uncer ta inty i s Rs , 79,000 ( « Rs, 99,000 -
Rs. ^ , 0 0 0 ) , Therefore the gain from p e r f e c t information 
i s Rs, 4000 (« Rs, 83,000 - Rs. 79,000), taking account 
of the added cost of the new manager. This f igure may 
be i n t e rp re t ed as measuring the i s ^ a c t or l o s s from 
uncer ta in ty , for d i rec to r would not pay over Rs , 4000 
to have pe r fec t fo re s igh t . 
* * •»« • • 
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Chaptfy > II 
TWO STAGE STOCH PROGBAMMJNG PROBLEM 
(3^pT£R > 2 
TWO STAGE STOCH/^ STIC PRQglAK'MING »3DEL 
In th is section w« begin with the consideration 
how fox probabi l i s t ic uncertainty in the coefficients 
of a l ine ax pxogxaimning pxobl^n* 
Our task in the next several sections i s to device 
ways of foxmulating So called stochastic pxogxanodng 
mociel that yields ordinary l inear programming problem model 
as a r e s u l t . We can not hope to succeed in th is task unless 
we add some specific postulates about the underlying s t r u c 
ture of the decision {process* In pa r t i cu la r . We have to 
formalize the evaluation of M i^ch decision have to be made 
What information i s known about previous decision and the 
random variables.* However, by examining a sdiled.down 
version with only two stages to the decision process conse. 
quently that i s the problem we consider this section* 
In par t icular , we can leam two ^ i n g s from inve t t i ^ 
gating the two stage m model. F i r s t , we wil l see how to 
formulate a simple stochastic progranmiing model to yeild 
an equivalent ordinary l inear programming problrai. Second, 
thing i s that such a formulation magnifies the size of the 
problem. 
An Easy Case : Before presenting an example of a two-stage 
model, we acknowledge a fiffidamental r esu l t for wrtiat mig^t 
be formed a single one stage problem. To ease the exposition. 
19) 
suppose a defArminls^c version of the aoctel 1$ written 
in the canonical form* 
n 
MaxiiBbze £ C^x. • • , . ( 2 a « l ) 
j - 1 
Subject to 
n 
r *ij *i " ^i ®^^  ^ " »^^ » • ® ' • • (2•1.2) 
Xj >0 fer j « 1,2, - n ••• (2,1.3) 
Now assuBie that the coefficient in the objective 
function really are random and that a l l the levels of 
variables here to deterndned prior to leaving the actual 
values for the variables prior to leaving for the random 
C., Such a situation mig^t «be arise in a planning model. 
Where et future market prices and labour costs are not 
known exactly at the tliae the plan i s being developed. Since 
a l l the structural coefficients a|^ . and the rig^t hand. 
Side coefficient b. are known with certainty, no difficulty 
arises in selecting feasible levels for the x.m 
LINEAR CERTAINTY EQUIVALOJCE THEOREM 
Assune that a l l the a^. and b^ in (2*1,2) are knvwn 
exact ly , but C. in (2,1«1) are random variables independent 
of a l l x.« I f the l e v e l s of x . , for j « 1, - , n must be set 
prior to knowing the exact values of C. then a solution to« 
20) 
n 
Maximize E [ T C.x^ ] • . (2 .1 .4) 
Subject to (2.1.2) and (2.1,3) i s given by l e v e l s fox 
X, t ha t 
n 
Maximize Z E[C ] x. • . • . . . ( 2 a . 5 ) 
j » l J •» 
Thus i f the only random var iables are the objec t ive 
functior^ Coeff icient , aand these are independent ^ t h e 
Specif ic a c t i v i t y l e v e l s , the an pt optimal so lu t ion can be 
found from an equivalent de te rmin i s t i c l i n e a r programme, 
where •Uie corresponding expected values are used in the 
ob jec t ive func t ion . As we wi l l see nex t , a l i n e a r problem 
with uncer ta inty i s ^solved so simply when there a r e other 
random elements, or w i^en there are same x, t h a t are s e t 
a f t e r learning the exact values for several of the random 
elemwits* 
2.2 Two Stage Prooranpino Technique 
Before defining about the two-stage programming 
technique, f i r s t we go through s t ochas t i c l i n e a r programming 
problem which can be s t a t ed as fo l lows . 
n 
Minimize f(X) « CTX » £ C x. , . . , ( 2 . 2 . 1 ) 
Subject to 
T ^ 
Aj X • £ aj^, X. > bj^  i « 1,2 - , m (2 .2 ,2) 
21) 
and 
X. > 0 j « 1,2, - ^ • • • . ( 2 . 2 . 3 ) 
where c , a^^ and b- are random variables (the decision 
variables x. are assuiaed to be deterndnlstic fox s impli -
c i ty ) with known probability d i s tr ibut ions . 
Two-stage programming technique i s one which coraverts 
a stochastic LP problem into an equivalent deterministic 
probftem. This i s accomplished at the e:qpanse of increasing 
the s i ze problem. For simplicity, we assume that only the 
elements b^ are probabil ist ic* 
This means that the variable b^^ I s not prec ise ly 
known, but i t s probability distribution fimction, with a 
f i n i t e mean b*^ , i s known to u s . In t^ l s ^.case, i t i s p o s s l . 
T 
ble to find a vector X in such a way that A^  X w i l l be greater 
than or equal to b, (1 « l ,2, ,m) for whatever value b. 
takes . In fact the difference between A? X and b^^ w i l l 
I t s e l f be a random variable, who«e probability d i s tr ibu-
t ion function depends on the value of X chosen. 
One can now think of associating a penalty of v io la -
t ion we might get for the constraints . In this case, we 
T 
can think of minimizing the sum of C x and the expected 
value of the penalty. There are several choices for the 
penalty, one choice i s to assume a constant penalty cost 
of p^  for violat ing the itii Constraint by one u n i t . Thus 
the to ta l penalty i s given by the expected (mean) value 
of the sum of individual penal t ies . 
22) 
m I Hp^Y^)* where E i s the expectation 
iasl 
and y. i s defined as^ 
y^ :c b^ - AJ X, y^ > i . 1 ,2 , . , m. . . . . ( 2 . 2 . 4 ) 
Hence we can add the aean total penalty cost to the original 
objective function and write the new optimization problem 
as : 
Minimize C^  + E (P^Y) (2 .2 .5) 
Subject to 
and 
A X + By « b 
X > 0 , y 2 0 
• • • •• (2 •2.6) 
• • • • • \ ^ •^ • ' / 
where 
Pi 
P2 
t 
I 
t » 
Pm J 
1 
r2 
l y m 
and B « I ident i fy matrix ofoapder ro notice that the penalty 
%rm in equ, (2 .2 .5) w i l l be deterministic quantity in 
terms of the expected values of y^t y^* For example, i f 
b* follows uniform distribution in the range [ b.-m., 
T 
^i * °i^» ^^^ y denotes b^ - A. X, then "Uie n^an penalty 
cost can be shown to be equal to* 
where 
E (PiYi) * P i l ^ Pi2 -^  Pi3 
p^^ « 0 , i f yj^  > m 
. , . . ( 2 . 2 . 8 ) 
. . . . ( 2 , 2 ^ 9 ) 
23) 
Pl2 - / 
SaO 52* sds, i f - m < y^ < ffij^ 
• • • • • \ 2 #2 «JD / 
. . . • (2 ,2.11) 
Thus we obtain 
p* 2 
^^Pi^i^ * " 4 5 ~ " W ~ ^ 1 ^ - Pi^i . • . . ( 2 . 2 , 1 2 ) 
which can be a quadra t ic function in terms of the d e t e r -
min i s t i c var iable y. • 
To Convert the problem s t a t ed in equ, (2 ,2 ,4) to 
(2 ,2 .7 ) to a fu l ly de terminis t ic one, the p r o b a b i l i s t i c 
Const ra in ts , Equ, (2 ,2 ,6) have to be wri t ten e i t h e r in 
a de te rmin is t i c form l ike y* •= b^ - A. X , or i n t e r p r e -
ted as a two-stage problem as follows t 
F i r s t Stage : F i r s t est imate or auess the vector X by 
Solving the problem s ta ted in Eqn, (2 ,2 ,1) to ( 2 . 2 , 3 ) , 
SECONO STAGE n Then observe the value of b and hence i t s 
discrepancy from the previous guess vec tor , and the vector 
y « y (b,x) by s41ving the second s tage problem : 
24) 
Find y which minimizes pT 
Subject to 
y^ = bj - AJX, i « 1,2, - m 
y^ > 0 , i « 1 ,2 , - , n . . . • ( 2 , 2 , 1 3 ) 
y/here b< and X axe known now. 
Thus ihe two-stage foxmulation can be interpreted 
to mean that a non-negative vector must be found (here 
and now) before the actual values of b, ( i « l t 2 , - m) 
are knovm, and that when they are known, a recourse y 
must be found by solving the second stage problem of 
Equns, (15) . Hence, a general two stage problem can be 
stated as follows ; 
Minimize 
C^ CX + E [inln( P^y)] 
y 
subject to . . . . ( 2 . 2 . 1 4 ) 
A X • B y 2 b 
mxn*n,Xi mxng n2Xi mxl 
X 2 0 , y ^ 0 
2 . 3 The two stage stochastic proararoalna problem with 
recourse : 
Let 
J^ « min Cx • I Pr (h^ y^) . . , , ( 2 . 3 . 1 ) 
r« l 
25) 
Subject to 
A** X I b® . . • . ( 2 . 3 . 2 ) 
A^X + O^y 1 b^ Where x « 1,2 - M . . . . ( 2 . 3 . 3 ) 
X 2 0 , y ^ ^ O where r « 1 , 2 , . . ^ . . . . ( 2 . 3 . 4 ) 
Where p^ are p r o b a b i l i t i e s , such t h a t 
N 
£ Pr « 1 and Pr 2 0 fox r « 1, — N 
rasl 
The f i r s t s tage decision va r i ab le s in t h i s model 
are the v a r i a b l e s . When they have been chose^, the re 
are N possible r e s u l t of data hf Cfti^  and b^ each outcome 
occuring w i ^ p r o b a b i l i t y P^., y^ a re used the achieved 
f e a s i b i l i t y on the Constraints (2.3»3) in the second s tage 
of decision making a f t e r the random outcomes have occured. 
Ihe object ive i s to minimize the expected cost of t h e 
f i r s t and second s tage dec is ion . 
The s tochas t i c progxaanmlng problem can be solved 
with recourse by using Bender's algoxithm. In p a x t l -
t ioned pxomas, 
N 
fJ « min CX + E V H^) 
x«l 
Subject to A** X i b° 
and X 2 0 
where, fox any fj we have the following sub problem, 
f X (X) « mln Px i^Y^) 
26) 
,x r > ^x .X Subject to Q y <. b - A*X . . . • ( 2 . 3 . 6 ) 
The equivalent of (2 ,3 ,6) wi l l be follows : 
V^ (X) « max V^(a b^ - A^X) 
Subject to V^  Q^  i Py h^ 
/ < 0 . . . . (2,3.7) 
The basis fox the constxuction of a mastex pxoblem of the 
l i n e a l convex function ^ i s xepiesented by (2 ,3 .7) 
E^amp e^ s 
A factoxy has 100 items on hand which may be shipped 
to an outlet at the cost of f 1 a piece to meet an uncex-
tain demand d i , In the event that the demand should exceed 
the supply* I t i s necessaxy to meet the unsaHsCied demand 
by puxchases on loca l maiket at if 2 a p iece . The equations 
that the system must sat i s fy axe, 
]00 « X^^  + X 2^ 
dg » X^i • 5^1 - ^ 2 ^ ^ j > 0) - (a) 
where X,, » number shipped fxom factoxy 
Xj2 "^  numbex of stoxed at factoxy, 
X21 * purchased on open market 
X22 * excess of supply over demand 
27) 
<L « unknovm demand uniformly distriiautttd between 
70 and 80. 
C s total Cost* 
I t i s clear that whatever be aoioiiit pipped and whatever 
be the demand 62* ^^ ®^ possible to chose X^ t and X^ 2 
consistent with second equation. The used stocks X|2 '*' 
X22 a^ ® assumed to have no value or are written off at 
Some reduced value* 
Solution J Let us consider the two stage case given by 
(as i t i s clear that i f supply exceeds demand (Xj^ j^  > dg) 
that yu. m 0 gives minimum cost. Hence^ 
min 0 
=21 
'11 I f Xji > <l2 1 
Xll • 2 (dj - X^ )^ I f X^i < 12 
'J 
When TO < Xj^ ji^  < 80 we have 
Ul 80 
Exp[mln 0J « 1/lD f^ x^ ^^ ddg • 1/iD { ^11 "^^^^ - '^ 11^ '^*2 
11 1 d^ I 8^ * ' 9 ° 
JO 2 ID -^^  
70 
X 
70 
'11 
% "11 <» 
1 1 
77.5 4- ^ "^^ ^ " ^11^' 
< 2 (d^ . X^,) 
when X^^x < 70, •• we have 
28) 
Ejqp [ min (Jf ] « 
^2 hi 10 
80 
. X^, * ISO 
Therefore, 
Exp [ Bin ^ ] « 
**2 hi 
If X^ ^ < 7D ^X^^ 4 ISO 
77.5+l/aO(75-Xj^P^ i f 70 < Xj^ ^ ^  80 
1^1 i f 80 < X^i 
This function i s closely conven aid attains i t s loinimuBt 
at 77.5, which i s ejqpected cost, at Xj^ j, • 75« Since 
^11 * ^^ ^* *^* xange of possible values of X,. as defermined 
by 100 « X,, •¥ X^. This i s clearly the optimal shipment 
on this case i t pays to ^ i p Xjj » d^  « 75 the expected 
demstfid. 
2*4 ^r^nllcatJAn f«r t i n st*ne a<y>eh*^stie pr^g^aimlpr^ 
Operations : 
Scheduling a i r l i f t operations i s most applicable in 
two stage stochastic linear prograsans* This model consists 
of two components ~ a monthly and a daily f l i ^ t planning 
model* Both are formulated as stochastic t»o<-stage linear 
progx2ffi}*s, and can be solved by algoxitJims based u o^n 
standard lieear calculations, consequently^ ^ e model 
can be applied to large scale systems* This should 
permit sheduling the system as a whole rather thsn the 
29) 
two divisions separately* ^ith transfers of aircraft 
between then on an acftioc basis, as i s currently the practice. 
Here we wi l l discuss a monthly fl ight planning model only. 
Air l i f t «issi(^s within the system are two basic 
types channel and special missions, Qiannel missions f ly 
on a regular basis between fijted origins and destinations. 
Fixed airports in the Indian cos^onent aerial ports of 
embarkation (APOEs) and overseas bases, and aerial ports 
of debarka^on (APODs), They carry cargo and passengers. 
They are scheduled in advance for each calendar month, 
Although the schedules (number of f l ights and departure 
times) are changed during the month, often daily, based 
upon deviations fran expected cargo generation many of 
these f l ights make intermediate stops for re^fueling and 
crew Changes, Qiannel cargo i s shipped into APOEs for 
storage until shipped, 
Apecial missicms are flights from points of original 
cargo generati<»i, such as factories or warehouses, to points 
at or hear the ultimate consignee* Such f l ights ariee on 
an irregular basis, and are scheckiled i f sufficient advance 
notice i s provided. The time and place of cargo pickup i s 
usually Specified. Often these f l i n t s arise after the 
begining of the i%nth and require a temporary diverting 
of aircarft from channel missions. Since certain special 
3D) 
missions axe designated higher priority than ^annel 
traffic* The users of a special toission mtisty in effect, 
charter an entire aircraft, although the a i r l i f t operator 
decides what type of aircraft wil l be Supplied* 
MA'n^ EiaATICAL FORMUIATION 
Here we fonmilate the monthly and d a i l y models as 
two-stage l i n e a r programs under uncertainty[ 17] [57] with 
random r i g h t haand s ide i n the 8ec(»ncUstage« Several of ^ e 
program's var iab les represent number of d i f f e r e n t kinds 
of f l i g h t s and consequently must be i n t e g e r valued. The 
general form fox problftns of t h i s type i s the fol lowing* 
min 
subjecte to A^ ^ « b ••••(2.4,1) 
In this problem, c, q, and b are known vectors of dimension 
n, , n f^ and m,, respectively, A,T, and W are known matrices 
of dimension ra, X n^, m^ x n^ ,^ and n^ x njt respectively. 
The vectors % and y represent the f i r s t and second»stage 
decision vectors, i s a random vector with a known proba-
bi l i ty distribution and E(,) denote the esq>ectatlon with 
respect to that distribution. 
31) 
In the monthly model the sequence of decision fox 
f l ight route i s the following : 
(1) The number of flights of each aircraft in each route 
i s assigned before monthly requirements. Each route 
are knovm with certainly. 
(2) After monthly requirements are observed, 9omQ f l i n t s 
asiigned to routes with lower than expected demand are 
switched to routes with h i ^ e r than expected demand, 
Cosmercial a i r l i f t i s also sometimes added to routes 
with excess demand* 
This model has the following structure* The first-stage 
Constraints state that for each aircraft type total number 
of flying hours allo«*ted to a l l routes cannot exceed the 
total number of flying hours available of that type, Ihe 
second stage constraints are of two types. The f i r s t spe. 
df icat ion that the no* of flying hours of a given air 
craft type diverted from a particular route to other routes 
cannot exceed those in i t ia l ly assigned to i t * The second 
type are demand balance equtitions, ii^ich state that for each 
rou^ the total carrying capacity (that originally assigned 
minus ^ a t diverted to other routes plus that diverted 
from other routes) minus unused carrying capacity plus 
unsatisfied demand i s eqqal to total demand for that route* 
32) 
The objective ftsictlon consists of the cost of the 
final flying program (the In i t ia l plus the amended assign^ 
ment) plus penalty costs of excess demand or sti^ply. The 
cost of access deiaand Is reflected in both the cost of 
additional conanercial l i f t plusthe extra flying time con-
sumed in switching aircraft from one route to another. 
%»ecifically, the program i s as follows : 
.+ .•• Final rain Z, X|^. Hik* 1^ ^i - ® ^^^^ ^^^^ 
ifj '^i^^ + EV a. 
^ Z C ^ y J ^ r ^ y J ] 
J 
First stage 
a se Z> 
5 «ij hiih' «^ i^ 
(2 ,4 .2) 
(2««,3) 
Second stage 
h5y^>^ * al l l , j (2.4•4) 
2 b l j \ j - ^ um''^^'^^^^^ ' 
um ""^^ "^^^' J^ • I^ ^""5*"'' ^ (2.4,5) 
where JL. » number of flights of air craft type 1 initially 
assigned to and flown on rout j: 
j^  ..» number of flights of aircraft type 1 assigned 
to route K using hours made available by 
canceling route, flights. 
33) 
y**" « demand on route j which is satisfied by Commercial 
J 
l i f t , i f pexiaitted, or unsatisfied demand i f commercial 
l i f t not permitted, 
y, w iff\used capacity on route j ^ 
and 
a^. « nuaber of hours required by a i rc ra f t type 1 for a 
f l igh t i n i t i a l l y assigned to and flown on route J , 
a* , j^" number of hours required by a i rc raf t type i for a 
f l igh t on route K tJiat uses hours made available by 
canceling route j f l igh ts (a^-j^ > \i^)t 
bj . »= the carrying capacity (tons or my other appropriate 
measure) of a f l igh t of an a i rc raf t of type i on 
route j , 
I . s maximum number of flying hours for a i rc ra f t of 
type i available during the mcvith; 
d. •* t o t a l d«Band (tons or any other measure) for route 
j (a random variable) , 
e, « Cost of f l ight of a i rc ra f t type i i n i t i a l l y assigned 
to and flown on route J (C^i >0)f 
%ik " ^ ® * P®^ f i ight of a i rc ra f t type i assigned to route 
K from hours made available by canceling route j 
f l i gh t ( (^ j^ > C^^) 
C* « Qjst per ton of commercial augmentation on route j . 
I f Commercial augmentation i s not available to carry 
34) 
excess demand^ t i s may instead represent a 
shortage cost, 
C."" « Cost of a imit of unused carrying capacity on 
route j . 
Since a f l ight assigned to and flo«m on ourte K from 
hours diverted from route j takes &,.. hours, such a f l igh t 
on route K re su l t s in the cancellation of UJ^JJ^/A^J f l ight 
on route j . Thus, of the f l i n t s i n i t i a l l y assigned to 
route j , those that are actually flown number 
This i s reflected in expression (2,4 .2) , (2,4.3) and (2,4,4) 
The f i r s t - s tage constraints correspond t^ 
Ax « b and second-stage constraint to 
Wy » - T^ in expression (2 ,4 ,1) . 
««^««» 
Q{^9W - III 
CHANCE O C N S T B A I N E D PROGfiA&MliG 
35) 
QIAPTER ^ 3 
3,1 CHANCE COiSTRAINED PRQCSikmltiG PROBLEM 
Qiance constrained pxogxaiTiming problem I s one whl^ 
can be used to si^lve problem involving chance constraints , 
i . e . Constraints having f i n i t e probability of being viola-
ted* This chance constrained prograoaning permits the ccms-
t r a in t s to be violated^ by a specified (small) probabi l i ty . 
This problem was i n i t i a l l y studied by A.chames and W«W« 
Cooper[JD]t when the f i r s t works investigating stochastic 
programming chance consstrained problem appeared in IP960 
and the works by Charnes-Cooper and $>mond[7] were published. 
Moreover different problems for the qual i ta t ive analysis 
of chance constrained problems were contributed by Miller 
and Wegner [34] , Sengupta [44][47] and o the r s . 
In stochastic progranraing problec some cons t r^n t s 
may be deterministic and the remaining ii*isy involve randoci 
elements. Whereas in chance counstrained prograiEBiing problem 
the l a t t e r se t of constraints i s not always required to hold, 
but these must hold simultaneously or in individually with 
given p robab i l i t i e s . In otherwords, we are given a se t of 
probability measures indicating the extent of violation of 
the random constra ints . The general chance constrained 
linear program i s of 'Uie form, 
n 
Minimize f(X) « E C X. . . , ( 1 ,2 ,1 ) 
i a l J J 
36) 
n 
subject to P[ Z ^ij ^i 1 ^i ] > Pit 
j» l 
1 « 1,2..«in . , . (1 .2 .2 ) 
and Xj > 0, j • 1,2, . . .n . . . (1 .2 ,3 ) 
Where C , a^. and b^^ are random variables and p. 
are specified probabilities. Where 0 < p^ , < 1 . Synjond 
J.[48] formulated conditions of deterndnlstic equivalent 
to chance constrained stochastic problems, and weshels j , 
[56] investigated the condition of convexity for a deter-
ministic equivalent. The subject of chance constrained 
progranmiing was further extended ffiid applied by chames and 
Cooper [7©>), [7fe],[7c], Chames, Cooper and Thomson [9 ] , 
Tataoka [24] , Kirby [25], Naslund[363. Naslund and Whins ton 
[37], Sinha, van De Panne and Popp J ^ ] , and Hiller [26], 
Poliys [39] gave a new approach to the solution of chance 
Constraints problem by applying iteration methods. 
Applicaticm of chance constraints stochastic progra-
mming problems into various f ie ld su&\ as transportation 
problem study of Agricultural proctoction. Air trafic control. 
Functioning and production out-put for an industry, e tc . 
were considered by Lavimenka[27] J^riertdland[18], Judin [22] 
and others, survey works including chance constrained 
stochastic progranming problems were taken by Zetmer[58] 
and Judin[23] etc . 
37} 
3.2 CHANCE CgiSTRMHED PROCBAMMUG TEOaJIQUE 
AS the name indicates , chance Constrained pxogremming 
technique i s one which can be used to solve problems invol-
ving chance constraints, that i s , constraints having f in i t e 
probability of being viola ted . This chance constrained 
progTEaniDing permits the constraints to be violated fay a 
Specified (small) probability wh^e as two^stage programirliig 
does not perniit any constrained pxogxamaing technique was 
originally developed by chasned and Cbopejr* 
In chance constrained prograoming the stochastic 
l inear progracMng problem i s stated as follows : 
Minimize 
n 
f^X) « Z C.X. . . • (3 .2 .1) 
j« l J 3 
Subject to 
n 
P[ r a j^X> < b^] >P^» i * l , 2 , . . . m . . . (3 .2 .2 ) 
Xj ^ 0 , j " l f2 , —' n . . . (3 .2 .3 ) 
where C.^ a^ ^^ and b^^ are random variables ^ d p^ are 
specified p robab i l i t i e s . 
Notice that Eqs (3.2.3) indicate that the i t s 
constrain 
I a^^x^<b^ 
j«l 
has to be sa t i s f ied wiUi probabili ty of a t l e a s t p^ where 
0 < Pa < 1 . Fox 5in5)licity we are assuming tha t the 
decision variable x. are determinis t ic . We shal l f i r s t 
38) 
Consider special cases where only C-, 8u . or b^ are 
random variables before considering the general case in 
which c.y a^  . and b. are a l l random variables* We shal l 
further assume that a l l i^e randoii; variables are normally 
distrilMjted with known mean and stasidard deviat ions. 
(i) '.ghen ftnly ^ are random variables • 
Let aj . aynd var (a^^) » ^ \^ ^* ^^® VL^dR and the 
variance of the nornmally distr ibuted random variable a^. 
Assume tha t the multivariate distribution of au^» i « l»2 .^y 
j » l«.«n i s also known alwgwitfe the cova»iance Cbr (a.^» 
akl) between the random variables a|^ and akl« 
Define quant i t ies di as 
n 
d. » Z a^.x., i e 1 ,2 . . . , m 
Since a , , , iu2» •••*4.n ®^® normally dis t r ibuted, and x», 
]U»*««3L^  are constants (not yet known) d, wi l l also be 
normally distr ibuted with a mean value of 
n 
dj^  « Z siijXj* i « l , 2 , . . » » 
. • . (3 .2 .4) 
• ••(3.2 .5) 
an6 a variance of 
var (<J|) « <?! = X j^^ X . . . (3 .2 .6) 
where Y^  i s the i th covarlance matrix defined as 
Var(a^^) QDV (aii»ai2^ ...•O0V(aj^j^,aj^jj) 
Cov(ai2»®ll^ Va(aj^ 2^ ••••Cov(aj^2»^n^ 
^ ^ W n ' H l ^ Cov(aj:j^,aj^2)»'«»^^^Hn^ 
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The Constraint of Eqt\ (3.2 .a) can jbe expwes&ed as 
P l^± < i>i] > Pi 
®^' Pf l/vlrfd,) < ^^  " "V 1 > Pi»l«l,2,..m 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . . . ( 3 ^ . 7 ) 
where (d. - cU)/fvar(d^) can be seen to be a standard 
normal var ia t vdth mean of zero and a variance one. Thus 
iA\e probabili ty of real izing dL smaller than or it equal to 
b^ cm be wirifeen as 
P [ <*1 < b^l « 0 ( ^i ^ ^ ) •• . (3,2.8) 
f vax(di) 
Where 9f/x)cepres€nts. the cumulative distritHitlon fimction 
of the standard normal dis t r ibut ion evaluated a t x. I f ei 
denotes the value of the standard normal variable a t which 
(f (ei) « Pi . . . (3 .2 .9) 
then the constraints in Eq.(3.2.7) can be s tated as 
0i ^i "• ^ >9^(€i), i « l , 2 , . , . B (3.2.JD) 
fvar(di) 
or 
d^  + eifvar(di) - b^ ^ < 0 , i « l , 2 , ...m . . . (3 .2 ,11) 
(3;2.6) 
By subst i tut ing Eqs (3.2.5) and / in Eq,(3.2.11), we 
obtain 
Z a^ '^ j • ^ fX^Vj^ x - b^ < 0 , (3.2.12) 
i s 1,2*..m 
There are deterministic n<Mi-linear constraints equivalent 
to the or iginal s t o ^ a s t i c l inear cons t ra in ts . 
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(3,2.23) 
J 
with Vax(C.) and CDv(Cj^ ,C ) denoting the variance of C. and 
Covariance between Q, and C. xe^ect ively* 
A new deterministic objective function fox minimization 
can be formulated as 
F(X) « K f^ + K2 / var(f) . • . (3*2^4) 
Where K, and K.^  are nonnegative ccmstasit whose values i n -
dicates 1*je re la t ive importance of f and standard deviaticm 
of f for minimization. Thus K^  « 0 indicates that the 
expected value of f i s to be minimized without caring for 
the standard deviation of f • On the other hand, i f K, « 0 
i t indicates that we are in teres ted in lalnimlzing the 
var iabi l i ty of f about i t s osean value without bothering 
about what haopens to the mean value of f« %i lax ly , i f 
K| « Kj « 1» i t inaicates tiiat we are given equal 
importance to the minimization of the ts»m\ as well as the 
standard deviation of f• Noti*-.. w .^«. the new objective 
function s ta ted in £q«(3.2.24) i s a non-linear fimction 
in X in view of the expression for the variance of f» 
Thus the solu stochastic l inear prograniming problem 
stated in Eqs(2.2.1) to (2.2.3) can be obtained by solving 
the equivalent deterministic nonlinear programming problem. 
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«iniBiize F(X) « K, J c x •K V T 
j«l J J ^ ^ ^ vX 
Sfibject to 
n 
Z a j j X j - b ^ < 0 i a l , 2 , , . . a (3.2^5) 
affid 
Xj > 0 , j « 1,2, . . •n 
If a l l the random vaziables c. are independent, the 
objective function reduces to 
F(X) . K^  S Cj Xj + K^  f 5 ^ ( c j ' x , _ ( 3 ^ ^ 6 ) 
^^) SlSQJEi»®i4 *QU*i aJg^^ random variables s 
AS the rand(^ variables C., J » 1,2, •••n appear only 
in the objective function^ we « can take the new objective 
function F(X) same as the one given in Eq.(3,2*24)* The 
ccmstraints of E(|n*(3.2«2) can be e^qpressed a$ 
P[hl < 0 ] >P^ 1 » 1,2 • . . .D , (3^.27) 
where h^  i s a new random variable defined as 
n n-fl 
"l " j=l'lJ*J " "l ' K-X " '^'^^^ — ( 3 . 2 ^ 8 ) 
whenre 
%k " \k* ^ ** 1,2, •••n 
^ill+l^ " ^ i 
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K^ « J^, K « 1 ,2 , . 
and 
yfi^i * - ^ 
Notice that the con«t«ait Y^ ^^ j i« introduced for convenience, 
Since hj, i s given by a linear combination of the namely 
distributed random variables q^^ i t wil l also follow normal 
distribution* The mean and the variance of hi are given by 
7 _. n+1 n 
' Ll^^'^ " 5.1 i^^  J^ - ^ —(3^.29) 
and Var(h^) « y \ y (3.2.3D) 
!Ti ] 
^2 ) 
J^n+1 
and 
O0V(q^2'%l> * ^ S 2 > ° ° ^ K 2 ' ^ , n + l ) 
This can be written more explicity as 
n+1 2 ^*^ 
\ 
K ^ l k lasfC+l 
46) 
n 
Thus the constraints in Eqs (3.2«27) can b» res ta ted as 
.„. i, L ^ J 
TVax(h^) - f vax< 
P i j — h^ *• "« ^ 
* * ^ ••'••JL • I. I > p 
i»lp2——ffl . - ~ ~ ( 3 « 2 « 3 2 ) 
where [(h^ - h^) (y^axChj,)] represents a standard noxmal 
variable with a mean value of zero and variance of one* 
Thus i f el dendbfes Ihe value of the stanoard normal variable 
at which 
0 (•j^ )=Pj^  3.2.33) 
the Constraints of £q.C3.2.32) can be stalled as 
0 ( - lljL > 0 (e^)* 1 « 1 , 2 , . . . » . . . (3 .2 .34) 
Vvar(hj^ ) 
These inequalities will be satisfied only i t following 
deterministic non-linear inequalities are sa t i s f i ed . 
* Jit •< 1«1,2, . . .B 
V"Var(h^ ) * 
h, + e yVar (h.) < 0 , 1 « 1,2, . . . B . . . (3 .2 ,35) 
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Thus the s tochast ic l inear prog* problem of Eqn (2.2.1) 
to (2«2«3) can be stated as an equivalent deterministic 
nonlinear prog* problem as minimize 
F(X) « Kj^  J, qjXj+K2VX^VX,K^ > 0 , K^ >, 0 
Sfibject to 
^1 "*• ®i^ Var{h^) < 0 i « l , 2 , ..*m 
and X. >0f j « 1,2, . . . n •.•(3*2*36) 
« * * » * 
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3«3 CHANCE CCNSTRAIHED GQ4EtlAUZ£D NETWORK 
'^ere we ccmsider the extensicms of the eurrent 
theory of genearallzeci network problems (from a linear 
pTograEiEdng viewpoint) to cover situations in which the 
nonzero entries of the generalized incidence matrix may 
be randoQ variables* Ihe extension involves sn interpret 
tation of the constraints as chance constrained and 
thereby the extended probloa beetles a chance~ccmstrained 
programming problem we solve this problem for the optimal 
zeji^ )«order rule and, in doing so» we obtain a chance-
constrained problem that i s the dual of our original problem. 
This dual chance^constrained problem i s obtained throu^ 
the use of dual 'deterministic equivalent's* Thus, we 
extend to this class of models, ^ e chance constrained 
duality theorem (3#3.2), which allowed random variables 
only in the stipulations vector* 
The interpretaticm of i^is dual problem and show 
how i t can be used to solve the given problem we also 
Show that our results hold regardless of the distributions 
of the random variables involved in the problem* Finally, 
we indicate how similar techniques can be used to handle 
the case in which the optimal objective ftmction i s also 
stochastic in nature* After investigation of this problem 
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was motivated by consideration of the pioblen of optimal 
design of wastewater treatment plants discussed in 
reference[53]* In this problem, tve nonzero elements E. 
in the generalized incidence matrix represent 'process 
factors* associated with the jth process. In particular, 
e . i s the factor by which the amount of flow out of process 
J differs from the flow into process j as a result of the 
flow undergoing ^ e jth process. From the nature of the 
problem i t i s cleared that E. i s a random variable, since 
the efficiency ivith which the process operates depends on 
such sto<^astic quantities as the density or cosiposition 
of the flow, the tes^erature of the treatment chambers and 
ingredients e tc . 
Hence C. ts not constant but rather fluctuates in Borne 
way over a range of possible values^ Thus, i t i s not 
possible in general to specify a flow pattern, in advance, 
that wil l be optimal (or even physically feasible) for a l l 
possible values of the £ . , However, we can find a flow 
pattern that i s both feasible and optimal within certain 
preassigned probability l imit . This type of interpretation 
leads to C(»f)Straints that are conveniently ejqpressed in 
the farm of chance constraints. 
We wi l l Solve our tiiance-constrained problem for 
the optimal zero order rule. Zero order rules are used 
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in reference [9] in a discusi^on of PHRT~type scheduling 
problODBS in which l^e dual stipulations vector project 
C(»apletion times i s assumed to be rancbm. 
generalized Network Problemsg Deterministic Caso • 
A (pure) Network i s an oriented connected graph with ttje 
following additional features: associated with e a ^ Link 
(or arc) i s not ©nly a direction but a unit cost of flow 
and associated with each node (or vertex) i s a quantity 
representing an influx or efflux* Flow i s regarded i s 
taking place along the links from nodes at which influx 
i s present to nodes at which efflux i s to occur: flow 
on any link incurs a pei unit cost in BS\ amount given 
by the Cost associated witi the link. Capacitated net-
works, meaning networks in which there i s an «^per 
bound to the flow on each link^ are not considered here. 
Such a network^ having m nodes and n links, can 
be described by i t s incidence matrix A, an m x n matrix 
in which the jth column (corresponding to link j) contains 
-1 In row k, + 1 in row q, and zeros elsewhere when lidk 
j leads from node K to node q* A ra-vector, b, contains 
in i t s i ^ position the influx (with a-sign) or efflux 
(with a • sign) associated with node i : the n-vector, 
C, contains in i t s jth position the unit cost associated 
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with link j . 
If 14 1« desired to adnlmlze total co«t while 
sa t l^^l^^the Influent and effluent restxlctlont, 
the optlnal flow pattern x 1« the sdutlon to the linear 
programralng pro bleat 
T 
Minimize C x 
Subject to ^x " »^ ••• ('^ •'^ •^ ^ 
Hilhere x • j / | x. 1« flow on link j , and the 1th 
constraint i r a statement of the klrchoff conservation 
Condition at the %. 1th node« There exist many variations 
on this theme (e«g*siiRe of equations In (3*3»1} may be 
replaced by Inequalities) but a l l such variations can 
be Converted into problems with structure of (3«3«1)» 
A generalized netwoTk differs from the above In that 
the nonzer* entries In A are not required to be H I^, 
although I t Is s t i l l required that each column have 
exactly two nonzero entries that are of opposite sign* 
I t i s clear that, by appropriate scaling of the columns 
of A and the corresponding elements of C^  an equivalent 
problem may be obtaijfied In which the negative element 
In each colusn of A i s equal to -1^ The positive element 
In the jth column of A wil l be denoted Jj k^ * The flow 
on link j may be regarded as Incurring a Sost of C.x. 
and then being subjected to amplification (ox attenuation) 
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by the factor K. • Thfcs the flow along link j 1» 
amplified by a factor K. during the course of i t s 
transversal of link J* This i s in ccmtrast to the pure 
network case where a l l K. « 1* 
Thus dual to (3«3*1) i s 
Maximiize T W b . 
^ Subject to w \ < C^  . . .(3.3.2) 
In order to uncterstand the aeaning of dual constraints 
we proceed as follows^ First, note that the dual variabJ^ 
w. i s associated with node i and there i s one dual con~ 
straint for each link ( i»j) in the network. Second, recall 
(from linear prograacming i^eory) that a basic optlnal 
sftltttion to (3.3*2) wil l have at a least n constraints 
Satisfied as equalities, any a such equations serve to 
Specify a basic solution to the priraal problea. 
Viy M 
Satisfaction of the remaining constraints of 3*3.2 i s , 
in fact, a criterion for optiiaality of corresponding 
53) 
basic Solution to (3«3»1) suppose now that we wezre to 
interpret vd. as representing the per-unit net decrease 
in cost that would be obtained^ stipposing that i t were 
feasible to increase the flow out of node 1 by modifying 
the flows on links of the network that are incident on 
node i . The we are t thus virtual quantities in the same 
sense that virtual quan t i e s appear in other fields such 
as mechanics, etc since, for any j , increasing the flow 
along link ( i , j ) by one unit involves increasing the 
flow into node i by one unit md increasing the flow out 
of node j by k^ .^ units, the per unit net decrease in 
cost that would be obtained fay such a ciiang^ ^* ^ 1 1^*** 
(-Wj^ ) « Kj^ .W. - W .^ thus, under this interpretation of 
the dual variables, w,, the dual constraints state that 
the (per unit) net decrease or 'virtual decrement* in cost 
that would be obtained by increasing the flow link(i ,J) 
by one unit must be l ess ihan ox equal oto the per m i t -
actual Cost increase, C. . , which would be incurred by 
such a change, i . e . , K .^ W. - «L < C^ .^ for each link 
(i»j)» Hence a flow pattern i s optJUoal (i*e« results in 
a set of Hfi, that Satisfy the dual constraints) i f and 
only i f a change in the flow along any link would cost 
more than benefits that would be obtained from such a 
change. This then i s the interpretation we wil l give 
to the dual variables and constraints. 
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AXgebrically t h i s aeans that, wltii no l o s s of 
general i ty , the matrix A in (3«3«l>) can bo asstSROci to 
have at nost one pos i t ive entry per row irtiich i s not 
equal to 1 . To see t h i s refer to Fig^VJ in which the 
nodes i and r are adjoined to the or ig inal network, in 
order t o convert the original network shown in 1 as to 
the one in (b) , which has the required property* 
PROGRAMS3NG PROBLB^  s 
An exanple of the agricultural production planning 
model which represents the chance constrained stochast ic 
l inear programming problem i s given here* 
The following notations are defined s 
m i s the number of crops (1 < * < • ) 
n i s the to ta l number of sorts 
t i s the number of types of s o i l in which the experi* 
ment i s planned ( i < J < * ) • 
g. i s the given area of s o i l of typo j , 
Pj i s the planned voluoce for the production of xHi crop, 
1-d^^ i s the adctaissible risk for non tulf i lment of the 
planned produc^on of rth crop* 
r. . i s the crop caqaacity of the sort K ©f r crop on j 
S o i l . 
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Cy. . i s the ejqpendltuxe on th« c!lil.tlvation p«r tmlt 
of j Soil for the saving of K sort of r crop. 
l^r ±0 the adcMssibXe risk with which the actual 
expenditure may be more than that pl€B\ned* 
y ^ . i« the area occupied by K soi l of r crop on j 
s o i l . 
In tjie citefined notations, the agricultural produc 
tion planning problem i s presented as follows t 
Winimize Y f m nr t 
S.t P J K Z S C^ . y ^ < Y 
[r«l K«l j»l " J '*^ J • 
fnr t 
(1 < X < ») 
m r y^ ^^ - %t (1 < j < tj 
E 21 
r«l K«l 
^rkj 2 ®> ^ * *^ IB, K « 1, , , ^ y 
^ « 1, t» 
The applications of planning end raanagement mathe&atical 
methods under uncertainty are osed in the conditional 
extremum problems in w^ich there are not only probabilistic 
but also s tat i s t ica l and rigid constraints. The determi-
nis t ic equivallence of problems with randon paramel^r 
with chance constrained models, represent* in general* 
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nonlinear and Soo^ tiaids «v«n non-conv6x^ even typical 
Mvary progranoiing problems* Hence in stochastic pxogra-
naning i t i s usually not important whether the problem 
i s the r e su l t of l inear as a non l inear or bivary eupxe-
mum problee* 
57) 
Literature Survey ef CCP Application 
[References] program Description Nature of chance constraineds 
[1] Miadmizin cost of staffing a 
hospital 
[2] Prof i t maximization in a 
capi tal budgeting fr^mwork 
[6] optimize tne multiperiod 
capi tal budgeting problem 
with chance constraints and 
simple recourse* 
Probability that there wil l be a 
demand overload for hospital 
staff not moie than a% of the 
tinie* 
1« Probability that return on 
Investment wi l l be less than a 
special amount only a,% of the 
time* 
2 . probabili ty tha t Uquidi ty 
measures wi l l be less than a 
specified level no more than 
a^ of the time. 
3 . Probability that cash demand 
wil l not« exceed cash reserves 
fiiore than a-% of the time. 
Probability tJiat project,'payback* 
wil l be obtained a t leas t ^% of 
the time. 
[7] Maximize prof i ts of providing 1. Probabili ty that costomer deman 
heating o i l to customers with for heating o i l wil l be met 
variable costcxner demand and with *hi^*»probabili ty* 
storage cont ra in ts . 
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[20] Minimize cost of <&9t plan 
for hospi ta l patients while 
meeting the i r nut r i t iona l 
requirements. 
2 , probabil i ty tha t storage 
capacity I s exceeded no BK>xe 
than 1^  Si of the time. 
Probability tha t patients nutr i~ 
t ional rec-uirements are not met is 
noc: more than a* 
[26] Determine the optimal Revenue* from cropping pattens 
cropping pattern subject selected wil l not below minimum 
to probabi l i s t ic constraints subsistence more than 2D0a% of the 
on meeting minimum consumption time, 
requirement. 
[30] Minimize costs of providing 
staff in a queucing s i tua -
t ion . 
Probabilitlr t ha t demand for a 
c r i t i c a l resource will not exceed 
resource capacity more than 0 
of the tim». 
[28] Discussion on incorporation Mode 1 : maintain a range of 
of (fiance constraints into 
stochastic planning models 
for r iver basins to deter-
mine required reservior 
capaci t ies . Various water 
discrete storage volumes a stream 
flows in period + with probabi-
l i t y a t l eas t P . 
Mode-II. Probabi l i t ies of flow a t 
leas t a firm and various secondary* 
yield levels are promised flow values in each period and are 
with differing r e l a b i l i t i e s . to be a t l e a s t 
* * • * 
APPUCATIOM OF SToaiASTIC PBftGRMyyiWG MODEL 
CHAPTER , t V 
4.1 ST0CHA3TIC PROaiA^ jaiNG APPUED TO HUMW RESOURCE 
PUNNING : 
So many noimative aodtlling t«chniqti*s can b« used 
or many have bean used* However the siost popular hat certainly 
been linear procframming and i t s extensions linear programming 
can be used to sdlve nany types of human resavxce planning 
probleffi[ 14] , [ 35] , [ 38] , [48] . 
Zn such a models a set of basic accounting equations 
are established to describe the relativushlp between stocks 
(number of personnel in a given rank and occupation) and 
flows (transfers, promotions^ hirings* releases) which are 
decision variables« Other constraints can be placed on the 
stocks and flows tha oescxibe, for example labour market 
restriction on the numbers that can be hired (this nay 
require a supply fore casting model)^ budgetary limitations* 
upper and lower bounds on the stocks in vaxious states* the 
desired ratio of the stock in one state to the stock in 
another and so on* 
An objective function i s then specified* For example 
one may wish to minimizt t^e disccomted sum of hiring* 
training* shortage and salary costs over a nuaber of years 
MatJ^tematically the constraints may be ej^ressed in the 
matrix equations* 
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R^ x(t) - s^x(t-i) «o v^  ... (44a) 
A^X(t).« b^ X^  >0 V^ 
where for a planning period to H. and S are the matrices 
of the coefficients of accounting constraints, A. i s the 
matrix of the coefficients of the other constraints, X(t) 
i s a column vector of decision variables (stocks, promotions, 
transfers, hiring) and b^ i s the vector of data coneeming 
bounds on stocks, restrictions on training capacities and 
transfer flows, ratios between stocks in various states, 
supply demand, budget, and so on. 'Die objective function 
can be expressed as 
Minimize £ a^ C^ X(t) . . . (4.1.2) 
where C. i e a row vector of costs and where dL i s the 
discount factor for planning period. Goal programalng 
models[l2] [42] have been developed to deal with this 
dif f iculty . The objective function used in such models 
wei^ts the importance of various constraints and sub 
objective according to priorit ies expressed by <me or 
several decision makers involved. Empirically, the results 
obtained with these models have been good, despite the 
lack of any deep theoretical justification for the way in 
which the objective function wei^ts are obtained, as 
their determination to a large extent, has been justif ied 
by management in terms of the structure and soda l rela-
tionships of the given organization. Mathematically, the 
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programmesy obtained have the foxm : 
ain r a^ {w^* y'*'(t)+W^"(t)} . . . ( 4 .1 .3 ) 
Subject to 
R^  X (t) - S^ X(t-l) - 0 , V^  
A^X(t) -»- ly^Ct) - I y~ (t) « b^ V^ 
U^X(t) « V ,^ X(t), y^(t) >0 V^  
w*iere, for a planning period t,y (t) and y'"(t) are colunn 
vectors of discrepancies from the stated goals, where 
A. and b^ contain, respectively ^ e l e f t hand sides and the 
right hand sictos of other constraint ^ a t hold in the usual 
ra^er than the goal sense, and where wt and W^  are row 
vectors of the penalty weights associated with the deviations 
from the f ix goals. Hiese weights may be, for exanq>le, 
objectively or subjectively estimated cos t . 
An Approach To Manpower Planning Under Uncertainty t 
Goal progranming i s appropriate in the case w^ere the 
vector b^, n^lch contains information on manpower supply, 
available budget, demand and so on in program (4.1.3) 
represents a policy or a state that i s finted and i s 
outside the central of the decislon-^aker. However, i f 
the resources involved are not imposed or otherwise fixed 
«42) 
a priori, i f they are necessary to fu l f i l the role of 
laie organisation, and i f their future availability or 
requirement i s net knowrn at the decision point* i^en this 
i s the case, the problesn cannot be solved as an orcdnary 
LP because of course, the feasible region i s no longer 
clearly defined. A natural way of tackling this difficulty 
i s to transform model (4«1»3) into dynamic stochastic 
programming with recourse may be found in Ref«[54] chames. 
Cooper, Nichaus, and Sholt?[13]« 
When the b^*s in programme (4«1»3) are random sectors, 
the objective function must be dianged of one of minimizing 
the discounted sum of the expected costs (possibly subjective) 
of deviations from resource availabil it ies and/or requirements 
over the entire horizon and the deci^on variables become 
fisictions of the rsff^ dom variables in the model and are more 
properly called decision, rules . The problem of finding the 
optimal form of these decision rules cannot in general be 
Solved within the actual state of the art , Howe^r, by 
introducing two assumptions, the nE^ del can be reduced to 
one of finding optimal zero^^rder decisicm rules, s^d such 
problem are soluble. The variables y*'(t) and y^Ct) ref lect 
the state of the system at time ( t ) , that i s to say, they 
Show whether various resource requirements and/or availa-
b i l i t i e s (the b )^ have been met, overshot and undershot^ 
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liVhen the xand(»n vector b^ are eventually observed, l^e 
state variable >^ (t) and ^""(t) are tsiiquely determined 
by the values of the ^(t) and they do not In themselves 
effect the values of subsequent decisions( this i s reflected 
in the iiKodel by Ihe fact that each of these variable appears 
in a single constraint). They do, however, provide in period 
( t ) . They can therefore be treated as random recourse 
variables. The only decision rules then required are the 
X(t), 
The management planning systesi are made for fixed 
horizon (3-5 years), planners do not wait to observe al l 
the results of the operation of f i rs t year of their programmes 
th'Ough these results will in general, differ from the plan, 
before planning for the second year, but wi l l determine 
a programme to cover the entire horizon from outset. They 
wil l , of Course, revise the in i t ia l programme as more 
information becomes available. Isi imitation of this procedure^ 
i s reasonable to determine the X(t) for a l l t at the outset 
('here and now*), that i s to say, to find optimal *2ero 
order* decision rules. 
Under the asamptions, model (4.1.3) reduces to the 
following multiperiod stochastic programme with siia^le 
recourse (SpSR) . 
min E E Q(X(t), b j . , . (4 .1 ,4 ) 
t ^ 
subject to 
R^  X(t) - S^ X ( t - l ) - 0 V^  
"t ^^ *) ' V ^^ *^  2° V^  
6i4) 
where QCxCt), b )^ i s the second stage pxegxansBe 
min a^ (w* y*(t) + W^  y~(t)} • . . ( 4a«5) 
Subject to 
Iy*(t) - Iy"*(t) « b^ - A^ X(t) 
y^Ct), y"(t) >o 
Fxom the work of Beale [3],Dantzig(153 and wets [55] on 
SpSR«S an equivalent determinisHc progranme can ^en 
be obtained* If we denote the marginal probability dis -
tribution of the ith element of vector b^ by Fj^ C^h) 
this progransae i s written as follows : 
min S I Qg (Zj^(t),bj^^ ..•(4»1.6) 
Subject to 
R^X(t) 
A^X(t) 
U^X(t) 
- S^X(t-l) « 0 
- Z(t) « 0 
« v^,x(t) > 0 
Vt 
^t 
^t 
• ••(4«l*6)i) 
. . • ( 4 a » 6 b ) 
^••(4«l*6c) 
where 
QECZ^Ct), bj^) « a^ CwJ"^  V^^ ) df (2j(^j«h)dFj^(h) 
**it^^i(t) 
'Hht %<*> • «t*l t ^^*^t) . . • ( 4 a . 7 ) 
and where E(bj^ *.) i s the eiipected value of b^^. 
Note that the objective function of pxogranmie(4*l*6) i s 
Convex and seperable and that the Constraints are a l l 
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linear* 
I t should be noted that although model (4*1«6) i s 
presar-f-erf s an e)^«n«ion of aodel (4»1«3) as slmilax 
pxograiDffle can be obtained directly froQ (4»1,1) and 
(4«1«2}» In other «»ordSf i f eate works in terms of real 
Costs instead of discr^ancy wei^ts , the approach i s 
equally applicable. The co«t of the manpower act iv i t ies 
viz 
2: a^ C x^Ct) 
can be added directly to the objective function of (4*1,6) 
without changing the nature of the problem* 
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4.2 ST0CHA;STIC REGENERATION jyPDEL EQUIPMQiT REPlACa^ QjT j 
An important exan^le fox xogei^ratlon model i s timber 
harvesting and replanting problem. Each time the forest i s 
cut tiie process regenerates i t se l f in the senss ^ a t the 
timber company must have decide how long to wait imiit-
the next harvest period, there i s regeneration period occur 
each time a machine i s replaced. Consequently^ the decision 
variables are really the successive intervals between 
replacement. 
The f ini te horizon detenoinistic regeneration model 
can be stated sucdntly as follows : of the next n periods, 
starts'ng with the current period, the decision-maker must 
choose from N alternatives which are indeed K • lp2, ,JJ. 
If alternative K i s selected at any period, then the next 
decision opportunity or regeneration occurs K periods 
later. When a choice must be made again,(When n < N^  then 
the choice i s limited to K * l^a^^.^n) Assume that the 
Cost of each alternative depends only on K and not on the 
period at which the alternative i s selected, l e t 
/ tos t of Alternative K valued at the start^ 
RK * / J 
I of a aregeneration period 7(4,2,1) 
An optimal regeneration policy i s one that yields the 
Smallest poibible total cost over the entire horizon. 
^n 
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Cost of an optimal reg^era t lon policy in v^ich 
son altexnative must be chos^ when n periods remain 
\ tmt i l the end of the planning horizon, 
• ••(4«2*2) 
Then the values for f^^ can be computed by the recursion, 
f^  « miniaum [Rj^  • fjjjj^] f^  * 0 , •••(4,2,3) 
K«1,2,, .JI 
vhexe n 2 1^ ^ for n < N, the ainimiaB i s taken over K « l,2y««n 
An important i l l u s t r a t i o n of th is model i s a simple 
equipment replacement pxoblen, sii^pose tha t the new piece of 
equipment i s purchased a t the current period, and suppose tha'* 
selecting al ternat ive K implies that the new machinery i s 
scsapped and replaced with another piece of equipment. 
In ^ i s Content, the regeneration problem i s to determine 
the periods a t wSilch to replace the machinery. 
For a stochastic version of simple equipment rep la-
cement problem, suppose t ha t the madiinery may break cbwn 
before the planned replacement. If , a t a regeneration 
period, the planned replacement decision i s K b&t the machine 
actually t a i l i during the Jth period of usage, then assume 
that the equipment must be replaced a t the s t a r t of the 
subsequent period, l e t . 
K • (planned replacement) 
interval 
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/probability that th« equipBttnt br«aks 
^ I down for the f i r i t time during j poxiod 
of usage* 
' j -
Cost of operating the equipment during 
the jth period of usage i f the equipment 
^does not brea)p donn) 
(Cost of operating the eqidpment i f i t doe» break down during the jth period of usage when j < k where (S > 0) 
and where S p^  • If r. includes the i n i t i a l purchase 
Cost of the equipment and for expositional s i i^l icityy 
the equipmimt i s assunted to have no solvage value* We 
can interpret S. as a penalty co«t for early breakdown* 
n 
q,f * 1 - Z p^ for K > 1 and q, « 1 •••(4.2*4) 
So that c^ represents ihe probability that th9 equipment 
bieaks down for the f i r s t tirne after the (K~l) s t period 
of usage* 
Ass use that an optinal policy i s one ttiat minimizes 
expected cost over the horizon* If we are at a regenera> 
tion period and our planned replacement decisinn i s K, 
then expected cost i s coo^rised of the following* First , 
we must add the expected operating cost between this and 
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the next (rendomly detexolned) regeneration point. Second^we 
must include the expected cost at the next regeneration 
point and beyond in the event that the equipment does not 
break down before the planned replacement period^ And, 
finally^ We must add the expected cost incurred at the 
regeneration point and beyond in the event that the equip-
ment breaks do«m before the planned replacement period. 
According, the appropriate generalization of (4.1*3) 
for n ^ N i s 
K-1 
f„ - Bdn [RK * ^no: % * ^^^^ ^n.j ^j ^ 
K«l,2—,N 
fo « 0 (4.a.5) 
where now 
K K«l 
Rfc- « I r.q. •¥ OS S p . . . ( 4 .2 .6 ) 
*^  j«l ^ J J«l J J 
Ignore the last summation on the ric^t of (4.2.5) and 
(4.2,6) wtienever K « 1 . For n < N, the miniia«n in (4.2.5) 
i s taken over K « 1,2y...n[observe that i f a machine never 
breaks (hence a l l p. » 0 and every q|^wl). Then (4.2.5) 
reduces to (4.2.3) j . Let K(n) denote an optimal decision 
found in (4 .2 .5) . 
In a situation in «(hich the expected cost of Alternative 
K depends on the period at which the deciibon i s made, the 
appropriate expected cost R „ i s substituted for Rj^  in 
( 4 . 2 , 5 ) . 
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To i l l u s t r a t e th« calculations, consider the example 
in Fig, 4 ^ ¥s»here N = 5(we have arbi t rary l e t the proba-
b i l i t i e s P2 and p . equal 0 in order to reduce the amount 
of ar iEmetic required by exanple). The is^l ied values for 
R. are also d i f l a y e d in Fig, 4 .2• 
_ . 
^ ^K "k ^K \ «K 2^-^/*^) 1 1 : ^ 
1 1/4 1 100 20 100 1 100 
2 0 3/4 ^ 0* 110 1^ 62^ 
3 1/4 3/4 20 180 125 2^ SO 
4 0 2/4 20 0* 180 3 dO 
5 0* 2/4 56 0* 208 3^ 59^ 
Fig , 4,2 
• Each optimal policy i s unchanged eve^ If these eniJrtes 
are made pos i t ive . 
Fig* ^'2-s Stochastic replacement Model Exaanpie, 
For n « 1,(4«2.5) i s simply 
f j^ » R^ • foqji^  4- OrlOO * 0 (1) + 0 « 100 for K » 1 
• ••\4#2#7y 
So tha t k.(l) « 1 . For n « 2 (4.2.5) i s 
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^ 
^1*^1*^1 -*• 0 «= IDO -I- JJOO (1) + 0 
» 200 for K « 1 
fg •» mln 
V 
^*^o^2*^lPl " i ^ • 0(3/4)4- 100(1/4) 
« 135 f or K » 2 
135 
'^•t'S 
So that k(2) B 2 . The computations for n • 3 md 4 y i e ld 
fg « 158.75 with K(3) • 3 , and f^ « 239»69 with K(4) « 3 . 
For n « 5, the recursion (4.2«5) impl i e s . 
r 
(4 .2 .9 ) 
a^-ininimuB 
« iOO • 239.69(1)"K)»339»69 for K «= 1 
^ * ^3^*Vl 
« lJO+158.75(3/4)+239.69(l/4) 
» 288.98 for K * 2 
^3 * ^2*»3^Vl*^3P2 
» 1254-135j0O(3/4)->239,69(l/4)4O 
B 286.17 for K « 3 
V^lWl*V2*^2P3 
« la0+l00.00(2/4) 4 239.69(1/4) 
-¥ 0 -t- 135(1/4) » 323.67 for K » 4 
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[ 
V^oWl^'3P2 
• ^2P3 * ^1^4 
« 208 • 0 • 239,69 (1/4) 
+ 0 + 135 (1/4) + 0 
« 286.17 
301.67 f or K • 5 
So t h a t K ( 5 ) « 3 ctwitinidng in t h e same fashion we can 
find t h a t f^  » 315.61 with K(6) « 3 , and f^  » 383.67 
with K(7) « 3 . The coffipptation for n « 7 w l t h K « 3 i s 
( 4 . 2 . 7 ) . 
^3 * ^4^3 * ^6 ^1*^5 P2 «= 125 + 239.69 (3/4) 
+ 315.61 (1/4) + 0 
« 386.67 
(Li,2' ft 
The decision (K(n) « 3 i s cptimal fo r a i l n 2 ^* ^ " ® 
i f the planning horizon i s a t l e a s t 3 per iods , t h e 
i n i t i a l planned replacement deciRion i s fox 3 pe r iods , 
and remains so a t ever)' regenerat ion po in t u n t i l the 
horizon less than 3 period (%4i«i n » 1 or 2 , the planned 
replacement i s for n p e r i o d ) . 
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SHEDUUNG PROBLEM t 
Ihe railway networks are faced with the problem of 
scheduling locomotives, or olher forms of traction, so as 
to cover al l tiie trains in a given timetable at low 
cost . The variable cost involved are the locomotives 
themsetves and the Costs of moving lociMBo^ves unproduc-
t ive from the destination of one train to the starting 
point of the next (usually known as • l ight running* ) • These 
are very substantial costs incteed, and so i t i s well worth 
taking great care to keep them as low as possible. The 
scheduling procedure aims to find pattern that can be 
repeated day after day. HowevM ,^ this does not preclude 
the occurence of trains which start on one day and end 
on the next or even later . 
TWo things need to be determined for each train i : 
1) whiGi type of locomative f ^ ) should work this train 
i i ) After this train, which train (,x^) should the loco-
motive work next. 
With ^ and x^ specified for every train i In the time-
table, pattern of work, or locomative dlagrsBB* can be 
deduced. The dettftion as to n^ich physical locomotive 
should be allocated to a diagram can be l e f t to a later 
date. Boder[63 devised a method for giving good solutions 
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to Aoall problens, ii^ile also allowing the dopaxture 
times of the train to be flexible, but this method did 
not produce good results fox problems even approaching 
a rea l i s t ic size (say, between IDO and 9C» trains) . 
Let C. . be the cost of 'connecting train* to train 
J, i . e . of having j « r^ .^ This assumed to be independent 
type of locoBotive involved. Ihen C .^ i s defined as 
HL . -¥ ii L» ., where M< ^ i s defined as the number of times 
ffiidni^t passes between the departure of train i and 
subsequent departure of train j , 4. i ^* ^ ^ number of 
minutes taken by a loccootive to travel 'Lig^t* from the 
destination of train i to the starting location of train j , 
and and \i are constants. 
If there i s no type of locomotive con^itable with 
both i and j , then C, . i s very large number, effectively 
in f in i t e . 
Let there be n trains and m types of locomotives. 
Set p.„ » i f train i i s compitable with type K 
m 0 otherwise 
Then, every integer i from 1 to n, t i and x^ must be 
chosen So as to 
n 
Minimize l CMXM 
i » l * ^ 
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subject to 
1 < Tj^  < 0 (Xj^  integex) fox all 1 
Tj J« X^  ( i jt j ) 
1 < t £ m { t | lnt«g«x) fox a l l 1 
*i * * i^i ^®' ^^^ »^ 
P^tj^ « 1 fox a l l 1, 
I f tiiexe i s only locomotivo involved, t lds i s a 
standaxd linear assignment pxobleis* Conversely, i f ttie 
locomotive type evexy train i s Specified, the problem 
becc»ses m independent ULneax ass l ament problems, one fox 
each type* 
thxee alogxithets axe used to solve this problem* 
All of tiiem made of assignitent algoxithas. In ev«ry case, 
Wright's vaxiation of the standaxd Hangaxian ffiethod[ 5"^  ] 
i s 8sed to Save the time* 
the algorithm axe as follows : 
A;<TOn^i« D (detexministic) 
Step D,, Solve the pxoblem, ignoxing the type constxaints 
and using wxi^t*s vaxiation and then diange cost matrix 
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accordingly, Ih is gives a cost (LB) uihicSi i s lower bound 
fox the cost of a f e a ^ b l e solytic^ to the type~constrained 
problem* 
Step Dg* For every type K in "torn s 
(a) Set C^^ m 0 for a l l 1 with p^^ » 1 
and Pj^j^* i fo^ «ome | , > K> 
(b) Solve ihe ^partial* assignment problem, i , e * for a l l 
with Pijj*i» fi»«* ^i* to minimize cost , subject to the 
Constraint that i * r^ for smae j wdth p. . • It 
(c) for a l l i witi p^j^ » 1 and e i ther i ^ r^ ^ or p^^ » 0 
for a l l t > k, s e t t , » K, re ta in the value of r* 
obtained from the assi^ment algorithm and se t Pj^ jg^ * 0 
for a l l 1 > k, 
(d) for a l l i with p*j^ « 1 md i « rj^ and p^ ^^ ^ « 1 for some 
1 > K, reset C^^ to i t s original value »id i^ to zero* 
(a) , (c) and (d) are imnecessary when K • m. 
This produce a fu l l se t of T^ and t . , together 
with a cost whi<* s t a r t s a t IB, and i s Ihen incremented 
successively by a l l the steps 2(b) above* The solution 
procedure i s feasible* 
This method is used on a railway netifsork* 
Step L 1 ~ the same as step 0 1 
Step L 2 • use random niaabers to s e t t^ for a l l i . 
Subject to pltj^ e 1 
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Step L 3 - Solve the assl^oent problem subject to t- « 
tXt for a l l i ( th i s inquires a very sdnor (Ganges 
to the assigiuKmt algK r^ithm used)* This produces 
a feasible sola, ndth a cost FC, 
Step L 4 - For eadi train i in turn, the follewdng for each 
type K in turn such that t» ^ K and p.. « 1: 
(a) Set t» « K, r. = 0 and for the train S vA^ 
r. « i» set r^ « 0 s ' s 
(b) From this position, we can find a new assignment 
Solution Subject to t . « tr^ for a l l j (but about 
the assi^aent algoritiifi as soon as the cost 
> FC, i f i t ever does), 
(c) If the new cost > FC, reset t^ and r. to their 
previous values ^B the cost matrix does not need 
to be reset, because Wri^t*s variation does not 
Change the cost matrix)* 
(d) If the new cost < FC, keep the new solution, reset 
the matrix by carrying out the row and colusm 
subtractions indicated by Wright's variation, and 
set equal to "^e new cost, 
this step i s Continued until a point i s reached where 
no solu* change has taken place since the las t the pair 
(i /k) i s Investigated i e . a localjo|i±iayB has been reached. 
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Algnrtthffl A (ai°>«^ated annealing) 
Step A 1 - as Step D 1 
Step A 2 - as step L 1 
Step A 3 - as ttep L 3 
Step A 4 - Ihe three paxametex^ N^  l i and 1^  
Seting T « T we axe urilng the foxmtla for calculating 
paxametex p* 
step A 5 - the following N times t 
(a) Finad a random ntiiaber H from the uniform distribution 
betfsfeen o and 1, MAX « FC . T, Loge (H)» 
(b) Select at xandom a train 1 and type K such that XJji K 
and pj^ j^  w 1, setting f^'^* ^^ • 0 , fox the train S with 
r^ « ip set r^ w 0 • 
(c) From this position^ we find a new assignment solution 
subject to t , « tx . fox all^ (but abort the assignment 
algorithm as soon as the cost > MAXp if i t ever does)* 
(d) I t the new cost > MAX^  reset t^ and r. to their 
previous values ^B i3r9 cost matrix does not need 
to be reset, because WWright*s variation does not 
change the cost matrix)* 
(e) If the new cost < MAX, then the new solution and reset 
the matrix by carrying out the row and colum subtractien 
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Indicated by Wxlght»« variation. Now we •et FC i s 
equal to the new cost* 
(f) If the cost i s the lowest achieved during this step, we 
wi l l make a record of i t * 
(g) Set T « T/(X • ^T) . 
Step a 6 : Carry out L4, f i r s t froiB the current solution^ 
then from the best solution reached in step A^. Accept the 
cheaper of the two solutions reaped* 
Because of the ra^ idom element introduced in steps /u and 
A , steps Ag to Ag many be repeated as many times as required, 
and only cheapest solution ever pi found need be kept* This can 
be continue until a solution i s reached ii4iich i s dei^ed to 
satiifactory, or no more time i s available* 
This algorithm comes under the heading of •simulated 
annealing*, using the varition propounded by Limdy and 
Mees [29 ] . 
• « • « « 
u 
4 . 4 A ^TcaiASTIC OH^mMHED OPTlAilZATIOI JMDDEL FOR 
D£TERf.1INING OOi.'limClAL F i a i N G 
A s t o ^ a s t i c constrained optlndzatlon aodel deveXopdd 
for raultl-species fishery that sets the seasonal catch 
by species, by geographical area, and by mon"frj of the season* 
Here a problem has been developed on th i s model. The problem 
has 228 variable and 630 constraints which are suiamarized in 
Table ! • The model and simulation procedure for i t s sMution 
are described here in EOX® d e t a i l . 
Decision Variables : 
The decision variables are \.^f the numbers of tons 
of Species (i) to be caught from geographical area (j) in 
time period (K), There are three species - prawns. Lobsters 
and cephalopods fish, and either 5 or 9 geogre^hlcal areas 
per species , pxowns fish has 9 areas, lobsters and cephalopods 
fishes each have 5 area§. These areasv • r© taken a t Southwest 
of India coastal water by the central Marine Fisheries Research 
I n s t i t u t e (QKiii; Cochin, There are 12 time periods one for 
each monih of the fishing season. This one year planning 
horizon i s supported by botii annual Mological forecast data 
and annual negotiated contracts for species prices from 
mechanise boats to processors. 
Disaggregating the decision variables by Species(3) 
geographical area (5-9) and month(12) resu l t s in a model 
with 228 individual decision var iables . 
8 | ) 
TABLE » 1 
Con^guration of the Stocnastic Programming Problem 
Problem 
Element Description 
Number of 
Elements 
Decision 
Objective 
f miction 
Xj^^.-the target number of tons of species 
to bo cauc^it in each geographical area 5n 228 
each month* 
To maxiadze the contribution of the 
mechanise boat for a l l species and areas 1 
over one year planning horizon* 
goat capow^ties ~ Maximun catching capa-
c i t i e s of each Spedes in ea<*i time tota l 
maximum catching capacity for a l l species 49 
in Ba&i time period, and to ta l catching 
capacity for a l l species across a l l time 
periods* 
Weather «- Maximum number of fishing days 
in each area in each nsontfj for each 
species 
Markets - Maximum arwunt of each species 
which can be sold in each time oeriod. 
228 
Constraints Biological Considerations - Each Species 
in eads geographical area has time periods 
when fishing must be oviodeel, 54 
36 
fft> 
Processing - Maxlaum processing capacity 
fox each oson'th and regi<Mi to each species 196 
and ovex al l species. 
X9 
RfigruitBgnt - The maximuai amount of ea«i 
area which can be cau^t over the entire 
season* 
Boat UtilizaUen - leveling catching capacity 
across laonths for each Species and ovtr a l l 48 
Species. 
Objec^^ve fiy>ctj.gns 
The objective function for the model i s 
3 -^ i 12 
Max Z « E I 2 C. 4ir X, 4fc, 
i « l j = i it«l *J* *J* 
Which maxifflizes the industry Contribution (profits) 
of the mechanise boat for fishing C^ .^j^  i s the contribution 
per ton for each species ( i) in each geographical area (J) 
and each month (K)• 
CM., indiudes such vsiiable cost factor as labour, 
fuel, repairs and maintenance, and supplies prices are 
negotiated for the entire year but these prices hence seasonal 
patterns and are adjusted for yields, seasonal price patterns 
are necessary because processors ejqpect to seasonally adjust 
^ 
their prices to vdioXestiXers based on fore casted supply 
and demand fluctuations yield adjustments are necessary 
because a immediately after a fish losses i t s shell (molts)^ 
i f meat weight relative to i t s total weight climbs until 
i t s new shell i s entirely f i l l e d , 
Cpn?tr?4ptl 
3 ^i 12 
L I Z A- ..X. .. <, « ,> Be 
i « l j« l k«l ^^^ ^J* 
0*1^2^ ««• 630 
^^.^ are the technological requirements (substitution rates) 
for each unit of X^.. and b. i s the requirement for constraint. 
There are seven sets of constraints of ttie ^>del« Those 
concerning boat capacities^ wealher, biological considerations, 
markets, processing, recruitment and boat utilization^ All 
these )^^ 1i|r\A are shown in table 1« 
Four major s«iurcet of variaticm are pt treated 
explicity in t^e model* The catch per species, catch per 
unit of effort (CPUE), whether, and market factors. These 
uncertainties inf l ic t randomness u^ on certain of "the Q^ j^^ * 
^iik» '^^ ^ ^c ^^Qin^*** ^ a * of the Stfurces of variation, 
their causes, and their effects are summarized in Table 2« 
Some probabilistic elements of the model, for 
example the CPUE, were represented by discrete ^aiqpirical 
8 ^ 
distributions wHen historical data were appropriate for 
-the assumption of "^e model. In oUier cases for example 
to model recruitment, probabilistic elements were represmted 
by normal distributions development from forecasts or other 
estimates. 
Table - 2 
Probabilistic Elements of the Model 
Source of 
imcertainty Causes of uncertainty 
Principal Elements of 
Model i«*iich are 
Affected, 
1, Recruiteent or 
catch per 
Species l imit . 
Imprecise cutoff species b^ of each species. 
catOi at processors, tons species, area 
to days conversions and constraint (affects 
biological factors, 19 constraints). 
2 , Efficiency of 
mechanise boats 
catch per unit 
of effert 
(CPUE) 
Dispersion of species 
weather, abundance of 
species, type of boats 
employed. 
3 , Weather 
Aj.^ of the boat 
capacity constraints 
(affects 49 cons-
traints) 
C... (affects a l l 
228 coefficients) 
Wind, frigid temperature fi^.^. of the boat 
and high tides reduce capacity constraints 
catch per unit of effort (affect 49 constraint 
(CPUE) and number of 
fishing days. 
8jtf 
4 , Markets Factors affecting 
quantity of each 
Species which wil i be 
purchased. 
b^ of each area time 
period weather 
constraint (affects 
228 constraints) 
\ l k ®^  ©ach area 
time period wealher 
Constrained (affects 
228 Constraints) 
Qj^^j^(affects a l l 
228 coefficients) 
b^ of each species 
time period markets 
Constraint(affect 
36 constraints) • 
T^ e Sipiy^atlon 
Here many of the 0^.., \ik* ^^ \ ^^ *'^ * linear progra-
mming problem may be random variables, a procedure called 
Experimental solution of stoch* Programming (ESSp) i s used to 
develop probabilistic values of objective ftmction, decision 
variables, and stock variables. This procedure was pioneered by 
Sengupta and Tinther[45] and later independently developed and 
applied S by this author [19] • Figr^wiows that ESSp procedure 
sej.ects a single set of parameter in 'yes for the probl^ 
parameter may be either consants or values rancbmly 
selected frcHn their discrete or continous distribution), 
executes the mathematical programming algorithmj^ affid 
stores that cycle*s resul ts . This sequence of steps i s 
repeated until the desired number of cycles have been 
Completed, The desired number of cycles « can be deter-
mined either by specifying in advance of execution of the 
model a specific number of cycles or frackling algorithm 
can be employed which heuristically terminates the program^ 
A s ta t i s t i ca l summary of the resulting values of the objective 
function decision variables, and stock variables I s then 
developed, Ihe chief advantage of this procedure compared 
to those that assume constant parameters or use eiqpected 
values for the parameters i s that the dispersion of the 
objective fact ion can be obtained. Thus, confidence inter-
vals can be stated for the objective function^ In ^ e 
ESSp procedure. The mean of the cycle objective function 
values represents tj»e eiqpected industry contribution i f the 
mean values of ^ e decision variables were adopted as the 
decision set . The standard deviation of the cycle objective 
function values i s a measure of the confidence that decision, 
makers can place in the expected industry, 
p. r o 
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